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DIGITAL CAN DECORATING APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to decorating apparatus for 
decorating an object, particularly, a circular object, and in a 
particular application, for decorating a can, and particularly 
to a digital can decorating apparatus for digitally controlled 
printing on two-piece cans. Although the disclosure herein 
describes the invention as applied to decoration of cans, the 
invention is applicable to decorating any object, and par 
ticularly a generally cylindrical or round object which is 
adapted to be Supported, and particularly rotated, in oppo 
Sition to a blanket Segment that has been printed by a 
digitally controlled device. 

2. The Prior Art 
Conventionally, two-piece cans are decorated by offset 

printing. In Such a process each color ink is contained in a 
Separate inking Station that transferS the ink to a printing 
plate. The ink on the plate is transferred to Spaced apart 
blanket Section of a printing blanket that is rotated past all 
the inkers. The complete patterns of inks are then Simulta 
neously applied from each blanket Section to the can then in 
register with that inked section of the blanket. If a different 
image is desired to be printed, or a change is desired in the 
image, it is necessary to change each printing plate of each 
inker, which plate transferS to the blanket a particular image 
and color which has been assigned to that inker. When the 
ink color provided at an inking Station is to be changed, the 
ink distribution rolls of the inker must be cleaned to avoid 
contamination of the new color by the previous color. A 
representation of Such a known device, including conven 
tional inkers, is shown in FIG. 1. 

Further examples of Similar can printing devices are 
shown in U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,766,851, 5,799,574 and 6,367, 
380. U.S. Pat. No. 5,799,574 discloses a relatively high 
Speed apparatus for applying decorations to the exterior of 
cylindrical containers while they are mounted on mandrels 
which are disposed along a periphery of a large continuously 
rotating disk carrier. Decorations are applied to the contain 
erS as they engage a rotating blanket of a decorator that is 
adjacent the periphery of the carrier. During engagement 
between the containers and the blanket, the containers track 
the blanket Surface through the printing region where the 
containers and the blanket Surface are engaged. 

This type of decorating equipment includes a number of 
relatively heavy elements that move at high Speed. 

Major components of this decorating apparatus comprise 
Separate inkers, at least one for each ink color. Each inker is 
comprised of an ink Supply followed by a Series of ink 
distribution rollers, as in U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,367.380; and 
5,186,100 or other ink distribution designs within an inker, 
as in U.S. Pat. No. 6,367,380. Each inker is heavy and 
complicated as it is comprised of many elements. Because 
there must be precise coordination between the various 
elements, inertia forces and operating power are significant 
engineering design considerations, as are equipment down 
time, maintenance, cost and Setup procedures. 

Digital printing is used in many environments. Digital 
printing might be broadly defined as printing without use of 
printing plates. An example of digital printing is ink jet 
printing, of which there are Several different techniques, 
including the use of a piezo element to apply pressure to a 
nozzle chamber to force a drop of ink onto a medium, 
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2 
continuous ink Supply with required ink droplets channeled 
onto the medium, thermal printing where a gas bubble in a 
nozzle chamber createS pressure forcing an ink droplet onto 
the medium, or ink in Solid form is melted as needed and 
then applied like a liquid inkjet. Ink might be sprayed by a 
Spray jet. Other non-plate techniques of applying ink include 
thermal wax or resin tracer, dye Sublimation, etc. Use of a 
particular technique of digital printing is not required for 
performance of the present invention. Inkjet printing over 
rides the various Steps and apparatus associated with 
producing, mounting and Setting printing plates and avoids 
need for conventional inkers and avoids having to clean 
distribution rollers of the conventional inkers. 

Apparatus for adapting the digital printing technique to 
decorating of cans or containers, and of the type of the 
present invention, have not previously been disclosed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide an apparatus for printing of images on objects, 
particularly round objects, more particularly cans and Spe 
cifically two-piece cans, which apparatus, relative to the 
prior art, is mechanically simpler and uses fewer parts. 
Decoration of cans is described herein as one application of 
the apparatus. Pursuant to this object, and others which will 
become apparent hereafter, the present invention provides 
apparatus for digitally controlled printing directly on the 
printing blanket without the need for conventional inkers 
including their Series of rolls and printing plate. 
The inventive apparatus includes means for digitally and 

electronically controlling the timing and configuration of a 
colored image applied on the printing blanket, which blanket 
then transferS the ink image to a can Surface. Such digitally 
controlled means may include any known type of non 
contact print-head, Such as an inkjet print-head. The rotating 
blanket cylinder has a plurality of blanket Sections around its 
periphery which are So Spaced apart that coordinated rota 
tion of the blanket cylinder adjacent the carrier which is 
moving containers past the blanket cylinder causes each 
blanket Section to print an image on a container. 
Furthermore, the inventive apparatus may include other 
known elements of a can or container decorating apparatus, 
Such as is shown in the above-noted patents, like No. 
5,799,574, incorporated herein by reference. 
A computer controls the continuous rotation of the blanket 

cylinder as well as the continuous rotation of the can carrier 
and coordinates the arrivals of the blanket Sections to be 
inked in front of each of the print-heads. Digital control of 
the individual print-heads may also be performed by the 
Same computer. This computer control allows flexibility in 
the control of the printing apparatus itself as well as in the 
ability to instantaneously change the image being printed. 
A Support is provided for holding the print-heads So that 

their non-contacting ink outlets are directed toward the 
blanket Sections to be printed. 

Other objects and features of the present invention will 
become apparent from the following detailed description 
considered in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 
It is to be understood, however, that the drawings are 
designed Solely for purposes of illustration and not as a 
definition of the limits of the invention, for which reference 
should be made to the appended claims. It should be further 
understood that the drawings are not necessarily drawn to 
Scale and that, unless otherwise indicated, they are merely 
intended to conceptually illustrate the Structures and proce 
dures described therein. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a side view of a prior art offset printing 
apparatus, and 

FIG. 2 is a Side view of the inventive decorating appara 
tuS. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The preferred embodiment is described for decorating on 
cans. But that is only one application of the invention. The 
invention can be used to decorate any objects that are moved 
relative to print blankets, especially circular objects or other 
objects, including any containers. 

The State of the art of decorating cans, e.g. two-piece 
image cans, is disclosed in prior art, Such as above 
mentioned U.S. Pat. No. 5,799,574. The relevant portions of 
Such prior art apparatus is seen in FIG. 1 hereof where the 
printing apparatus 10 includes a plurality of inkers 12, each 
for Supplying a particular ornamental pattern component in 
one color. Eight inkers 12 are shown, allowing printing of up 
to eight different patterns and/or eight different colors. The 
inkers include an ink receiving Section and the ink is 
transmitted radially inwardly along a Series of inking rolls to 
the plate cylinders 16 which transfer the image in a particu 
lar color from each of the inkers to a respective section 17 
of the inking blanket 18 on the blanket wheel 20. Examples 
of inkers with a series of rolls are seen in U.S. Pat. Nos. 
6,367,380 and 6,178,886. 
The blanket wheel 20 rotates in one direction, here 

counterclockwise, bringing each inked Section 17 in turn 
against the Surface of a respective can 22 being carried 
around on a respective mandrel on the mandrel wheel 24, So 
that the image printed on each blanket Section 17 is received 
from the operative ones of the inkers 12 and the image is 
transferred to the cans 22. After being printed, the cans are 
Sent for Subsequent treatment in the usual manner, e.g. 
over-Varnishing at 26, curing at 28, etc. The invention 
enables avoidance of the need for inkers 12. 

FIG. 2 generally and Schematically shows a digital print 
head apparatus 40 for decorating cans, according to the 
invention. In place of each of the inkers 12 of the prior art 
which is shown in FIG. 1, for example, FIG. 2 shows the 
apparatus 40 including a base 41 on which Stands a print 
head Support 42. 
A conventional in-feed Station 44 for the cans 22 com 

prises a Supply chute which delivers the cans 22 for being 
drawn onto mandrels on the wheel 24 by suction. 
A plurality of digital print-heads 50 are arrayed around an 

arcuate part of the circular path of the blanket wheel 20. 
Each print-head 50 is a digital print-head of a known type 
which delivers a particular color ink in a preselected digi 
tally controlled pattern to the blanket cylinder blanket sec 
tion 17 that is then radially aligned with or at the particular 
print-head ink outlet. In the illustrative example in FIG. 2, 
fourteen print-heads 50 are shown. But the number of 
print-heads on a Support 42 is a matter of choice. Providing 
fourteen digital print-heads makes it possible to print up to 
that number of different ink colors and/or different patterns 
or to print Several repeats of the Same colors or patterns, e.g. 
a four color printing of cans may permit three Separate 
repetition printing patterns to be printed in one rotation of 
mandrels past twelve activated print-heads. Conventional 
controls 54 sense the locations of the blanket Sections 17 
with respect to the print-heads 50, and activate the print 
heads at the appropriate times for printing the Selected color 
and pattern on the blanket Section. 
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4 
One or more reservoirs 56 of ink for the digital print 

heads is provided on the print-head Support 42 and is 
connected to the print-head Support for Supplying ink as 
required to each of the print-heads. 

Following the printing, the printed cans are moved by 
rotation of the can carrier to be varnished at the varnishing 
station 26. Thereafter, the mandrels arrive at the transfer 
station 58, and the individual now decorated and varnished 
cans are transferred by the conventional mandrel operating 
System to transfer elements at the transfer Station which then 
carry the decorated cans to further treatment in the usual 

C. 

A Separate digitally controlled electronic print engine or 
head 50a, 50b, 50c, etc. is provided for each color ink. Each 
head prints its respective color ink directly to the blanket 
section 17 passing the respective print-heads 50. The print 
heads in the present embodiment are similar to ink jet 
print-heads used in computer printers. Any appropriate size 
and configuration digitally controllable print head able to 
apply ink to a Surface, and preferably a non-contact print 
head, may be used. 

Print-head printing control information is provided from 
a control unit, such as a computer 60. This control allows the 
image being printed to be easily changed by merely pro 
gramming the desired image into the computer. The pro 
gramming instructs the print-heads on the precise printing 
job to be performed by each print-head. Typically, the 
pattern to be printed by the print head is changed. But with 
appropriate connections to Supplies and reservoirs of various 
ink colors, each print head may change not only the pattern, 
but also the color it prints, changing either one or both of 
these characteristics. This avoids the need for changing 
printing plates, as is necessary in the offset printing appa 
ratus of the prior art. It also avoids machine wear, printing 
preSSure Supply and Support, and printing plate replacement, 
and possible wear thereof, all occurring in known contact 
printing. Furthermore, with the present invention, it is even 
possible to print multiple images on Several alternating cans 
due to the individual control of the print-heads and the 
non-contact printing of the blanket Segments. 

Use of the digitally controlled print-heads enables quickly 
changing the image being printed by reprogramming the 
computer control. If desired, Successive blanket Sections can 
be provided with different images, or with the same images 
in different colors without having to Stop the printing appa 
ratus or change printing plates. If desired, it is also possible 
to print with only Selected ones of the print-heads and not all 
of the print-heads of the apparatus operating. 

Although the present invention has been described in 
relation to particular embodiments thereof, many other 
variations and modifications and other uses will become 
apparent to those skilled in the art. It is preferred, therefore, 
that the present invention be limited not by the specific 
disclosure herein, but only by the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A digital printing apparatus for decorating cans, com 

prising: 
a moveable blanket carrier having an exterior on which a 

printing blanket is disposed, the printing blanket having 
a plurality of blanket Sections along the exterior of the 
carrier, with each blanket Section being So placed along 
the carrier and being of Such length as to transfer ink on 
the blanket Section to a respective can to be printed 
which moves in contact with the respective blanket 
Section; 

at least one digitally controlled print head operative to 
print at least a single color in at least a single pattern 
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and the print head is directed So as to provide non 
contact printing of a blanket Section moved past the 
print head by the blanket carrier; 

can transport device for transporting cans to be printed by 
contact with respective blanket Sections of the blanket 
carrier after the print head has printed the blanket 
Section, the transport device including a plurality of 
Supports for the cans to be printed, the Supports being 
Spaced apart on the transport device, the transport 
device being So shaped and being So positioned with 
respect to the blanket carrier as to move each can 
Supported thereon in turn past a respective blanket 
Section and in contact with the blanket Sections Suffi 
ciently for enabling transfer of an ink image on the 
respective blanket Section to the respective can then in 
contact with the blanket Section, the transport device 
then transporting each can printed by a respective 
blanket section away from the blanket carrier for fur 
ther processing. 

2. The printing apparatus of claim 1, wherein the carrier 
comprises a blanket cylinder and the movement of the 
carrier comprises rotation thereof. 

3. The printing apparatus of claim 2, further comprising a 
plurality of the digitally controlled print heads Spaced apart 
along the carrier and respectively positioned and aimed at 
the blanket cylinder, So that the plurality of print heads are 
operable to print a plurality of the blanket Sections, as a 
blanket Section to be printed by a respective print head 
passes the respective print head. 

4. The printing apparatus of claim 3, further comprising a 
computer control connected with the print heads and with 
the blanket carrier for Sensing the position of the blanket 
carrier and the blanket sections thereon and for selectively 
operating each print head to print the blanket Section then 
passing the print head. 

5. The printing apparatus of claim 3, further comprising a 
Varnishing device positioned after the contact between the 
cans being printed and the blanket cylinder for varnishing 
the cans after printing. 

6. The printing apparatus of claim 5, further comprising a 
transfer device for transferring the cans off the transport 
device after Varnishing. 

7. The printing apparatus of claim 3, wherein the print 
heads are inkjet print heads. 

8. The printing apparatus of claim 7, further comprising 
an ink reservoir connected with the print heads for Supplying 
inks to the print heads. 

9. The printing apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a 
plurality of the digitally controlled print heads Spaced apart 
along the carrier and respectively positioned and aimed at 
the blanket carrier, So that the plurality of print heads are 
operable to print a plurality of the blanket Sections, as a 
blanket Section to be printed by a respective print head 
passes the respective print head. 

10. The printing apparatus of claim 9, further comprising 
a computer control connected with the print heads and with 
the blanket carrier for Sensing the position of the blanket 
carrier and the blanket Sections thereon and for Selectively 
operating each print head to print the blanket Section then 
passing the print head. 

11. The printing apparatus of claim 9, wherein the print 
heads are inkjet print heads. 

12. The printing apparatus of claim 11, further comprising 
an ink reservoir connected with the print heads for Supplying 
inks to the print heads. 

13. The printing apparatus of claim 9, further comprising 
a transfer device for transferring cans off the transport device 
after printing by contact with the blanket Section. 
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14. The printing apparatus of claim 9, further comprising 

a varnishing device positioned after the contact between the 
cans being printed and the blanket carrier for varnishing the 
cans after printing. 

15. The printing apparatus of claim 14, further comprising 
a transfer device for transferring the cans off the transport 
device after Varnishing. 

16. A can decorating apparatus comprising: 
a moveable blanket carrier having an exterior on which a 

printing blanket is disposed, the printing blanket having 
a plurality of blanket Sections along the exterior of the 
carrier, with each blanket Section being So placed along 
the carrier and being of Such length as to transfer ink on 
the blanket Section to a respective can to be decorated 
when it moves in contact with the respective blanket 
Section; at least one digitally controlled print head 
operative to print at least a Single color in at least a 
Single pattern, the print head being configured and 
positioned to provide non-contact printing of a blanket 
Section moved past the print head by the blanket 
carrier; a can transport device for transporting cans to 
be printed by contact with respective blanket Sections 
of the blanket carrier after the print head has printed the 
blanket Section, the transport device including a plu 
rality of can Supports, the can Supports being Spaced 
apart on the transport device, the transport device being 
So shaped and being So positioned with respect to the 
blanket carrier as to move each object Supported 
thereon in turn past a respective blanket Section and in 
contact with the blanket sections sufficiently for 
enabling transfer of an ink image on the respective 
blanket section to the respective can then in contact 
with the blanket Section, the transport device then 
transporting each can printed by a respective blanket 
Section away from the blanket carrier for further pro 
cessing. 

17. The can decorating apparatus of claim 16, wherein the 
carrier comprises a blanket cylinder and the movement of 
the carrier compriseS rotation thereof. 

18. The can decorating apparatus of claim 17, further 
comprising a plurality of the digitally controlled print heads 
Spaced apart along the carrier and respectively positioned 
and aimed at the blanket cylinder, So that the plurality of 
print heads are operable to print a plurality of the blanket 
Sections, as a blanket Section to be printed by a respective 
print head passes the respective print head. 

19. The can decorating apparatus of claim 18, further 
comprising a computer control connected with the print 
heads and with the blanket carrier for Sensing the position of 
the blanket carrier and the blanket Sections thereon and for 
Selectively operating, each print head to print the blanket 
Section then passing the print head. 

20. The can decorating apparatus of claim 18, further 
comprising a varnishing device positioned after the contact 
between the objects being printed and the blanket cylinder 
for varnishing the objects after printing. 

21. The can decorating apparatus of claim 20, further 
comprising a transfer device for transferring the objects off 
the transport device after varnishing. 

22. The can decorating apparatus of claim 18, wherein the 
print heads are inkjet print heads. 

23. The can decorating apparatus of claim 22, further 
comprising an ink reservoir connected with the print heads 
for Supplying inks to the print heads. 

24. The can decorating apparatus of claim 16, further 
comprising a plurality of the digitally controlled print heads 
Spaced apart along the carrier and respectively positioned 
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and aimed at the blanket carrier, So that the plurality of print 
heads are operable to print a plurality of the blanket Sections, 
as a blanket Section to be printed by a respective print head 
passes the respective print head. 

25. The can decorating apparatus of claim 24, further 
comprising a computer control connected with the print 
heads and with the blanket carrier for Sensing the position of 
the blanket carrier and the blanket Sections thereon and for 
Selectively operating each print head to print the blanket 
Section then passing the print head. 

26. The can decorating apparatus of claim 24, wherein the 
print heads are inkjet print heads. 

27. The can decorating apparatus of claim 26, further 
comprising an ink reservoir connected with the print heads 
for Supplying inks to the print heads. 

8 
28. The can decorating apparatus of claim 24, further 

comprising a transfer device for transferring cans off the 
transport device after printing by contact with the blanket 
Section. 

29. The can decorating apparatus of claim 24, further 
comprising a varnishing device positioned after the contact 
between the cans being printed and the blanket carrier for 
Varnishing the cans after printing. 

30. The can decorating apparatus of claim 29, further 
comprising a transfer device for transferring the cans off the 
transport device after varnishing. 


